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The Route that Children Take to Retreat from Overgeneration 

Keiko Murasugi 

Kinjo Gakuin University 

1. Introduction 

Retreatment fro目 overgenerationhas received much attention in 

recent years in the study of language acquisition. One hypothesis， 
suggested in Baker (1979) and Pinker (1989)， is that Universa1 
Grammar (UG) si酉plydoes not阻akeavai1able to the learners rules 

that make them retreat from overgeneration， but lexical ru1es， 
according to Baker (1979)， or the knoはedgeof semantics， according 
to Pinker (1989)， rather play some important roles. Another 

hypothesis says that overgeneration pattern， traditional1y taken as 
strong evidence for the application of explicit linguistic rules， 
are c1early simulated by network using a single learning mechanism 

that does not resort from procedural rules. A pioneering ~ork using 

neural netvork modeling to study the overgeneration is found in 

Rune1hart and McC1e11and's (1986) sinulation of the acquisition of 

Eng1ish inf1ectional morpho1og~ ・ Äccording to this hypothesis， the 
retreatnentfron overgeneration is a1so achiev告dby the sinu1ation 

net~'ork . 
This paper， as opposed to such a 1exically/semantically-based 

learnabili t工 hypoth邑sisand Parallel Distrib臼tedProcessing (PDP) 

node1-based hypothesis， argues that thεre are cases that childrcn'忘

gran口aticalassessr.le!;c亡fparticu]a:' synta寸tlcprinciples triggers 

the retreatment frcn overgenerations. 10 particular， 1 present 

evidence that the Enpty Category Principle (ECP) can vork as a 

trigger for retr巴atnentfron an overgeneration in noun phrases， 
based on acquisition studies .ith Japanese speaking children. 

2. Overgeneration 

Harada (1980)， Clancy (1985) and myself (1990， 1991a)， anong 
others， pr告sentsone data of overgeneration that children produce in 

Japanese. 1nterestingly enough， it has been a1so found in Kin 
(1982)， Lee (1991)， and Lust (1992) that Korean-speaking children 
and Tanil ・speakingchildren a1so口akeexactly the same type of 

overgeneration in noun phrases. The ov母rgenerationpatterηis 

il1ustrated in (1). 
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(1) a. [Rel C1 aoiJ no 加ubuu

bl ue (+present)州ocar 

(the blue car) (乙lancy，1985) 

b. [..1 C1 usachan-ga tabetaJ no ninzin 

rabbit -NOM ate 詠NOcarrot 

(the carrot that the rabbit ate) (Harada， 1980) 
c. [，.， (1 tigau J no outi 

different *NO house 
(the different house) (Emi， 3;0) 

d. [R.， C1 gohan tabeteruJ no butasan 

food is幽 eating寧NOpiggy 

(the piggy that is eating the food) (Nagisa， 3;2) 

Japanese speaking chi1dren， at around 2・3years old of age， in-
correctly insert "no" after prenoninal sentential nodifiers and 

produce forms like (1). Before discussing the 1earnability prob1e口

regarding the overgeneration of HnoH in (1)， the categoria1 status 
of the overgenerated "no" in question should b告 considered.

Conpare the paradign in (2)吋th(1). 1n Japanese， the genitive 
Case marker Hno" appears after持Pand PP prenomina1 modifiers， but 
not after CPs (relative clauses). In various syntactic ana1yses of 

these structures， a ~noM-insertion operation is proposed to insert 

"n♂ in the approrriate structura1 positions (Saito (1982)， Fukul 
(1986)) . 

(2) a. ['" [，、， YamadaJ-no honJ 

GEti book 

(Yanada's book) 

b. [，H [，. p koko karaJ -no miti] 

here from GEN road 

(the road fron here) 

c. [，.; [， .' cl Yanada -ga kai taJ (*no) honJ 

-NO!i wrote (*GE時)book 

(the book that Yamada wrote) 

Besides the "no" as the genitive Case marker， there are tvo 
other kinds of "no". They are of the categories K and C. The "no" 

as N appears as the so-cal1ed pronoun ~noH in (3a) and as the 

nominalizer "no" i丹 (3b). 
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(3) a. [，;p akai noJ 

red one 

(the red one) 
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b. (NP[I， PRO tabesugiruJ noJ-wa yokunai 

eat too much -TOP is寸10tgood 

(1t is not good to eat too much.) 

The "no" as complementizer appears in cleft sentences， as shown in 
(4) . 

(4) [CP (IP doroboo-ga kane -0 nusundaJ noJ-wa koko kara da 

robber -NOM目oney-ACCstole -TOP here from is 

(It is from here that the robber stole the盟oney.)

Given that there are three kinds of "no" in Japanese adult grammar 

(see時urasugi(1991a))， a question arises as to相hatthat over-

generated "no" in (1) is. 
Here， Murasugi (1990， 1991a) and Lee (1991) argue that the 

overgenerated item is complementizer， and those children at the 
stage of overgeneration have the CP relative clause structure 1n 

mind， incorrectly lexicalizing the complementizer "no" in (1). 

Given this hypothesis， the structure of relative clauses conjectured 
め・ thechildren at this stage is as in (5). 

(o) ¥p 

/'¥ 
CP ¥1' 

1¥ 
1P C' 町'

どふ ! 

no K 

Note that this structure is identical to the one assumed for English 

relative clauses， aside form the linear order of constitutents. 
日hileno lexical comple目entizerappears in relative clauses in 

the adult grammar， so目echildren do lexically realize the head C as 

"'no'"・Thiscould be done on the basis of their kno区ledgethat the 

position C exists as the head position of a CP. The evidence ~hich 
can be assumed to trigger this overgeneration of "no~ is that C is 

realized as "no" in cleft sentences as in (4). 
1f CP is the unmarked category for relative clauses and this is 

part of the reason for the overgeneraiton of "no"， then an 
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explanation四ustbe provided for the fact that the "no" cannot occur 

as C in relative clauses in the adult gra阻marof Japanese. Two 

reasons for the invisibility of C in the adult grammar can be 

conjectured. One possibility is that the node C exists， but it 
simply cannot be lexically realized. The other is that there is no 

structural position for C. The former assumes that the Japanese 

relati ve clauses have a null complementizer. The latter assumes that 

Japanese relative clauses are not CPs. Rather， as Saito (1985) 
suggests， Japanese relative clauses are IPs. 

3. Syntactic Evidence for the IP Hypothesis 

1 argued in間urasugi (1990， 1991a， b) for the latter possibility 

on the basis of a difference bet哲eenJapanese and English relative 

clauses. The crucial difference is shovn in (6). 

(6) a. the reason [(WhYi) Mary thinks (that John left e，JJJ 

b.州ary-ga(John・gaei kaetta toJ omotteiruJ riyuui 

-NO~ -KO~ left C think reason 

(the rea~on ~ary thinks that [John 1邑ftt， J 

(7) a. the book [(山ich，) [Mary thinks [that John bought e JJ 

b. ['1ary-ga [John-ga e katta toJ oIlotteiruJ hon， 

-;iO'; べ0可 boughtC think book 

(th号 b日主 "í ，jr~， ~U Ii Ls Lh"t [John boughL e J 

(8) a. the reason [(l，h) ) [johri left e JJ 

b. [John-ga e kaettaJ riy 山

-NO~ left reason 

(the reason [John 1 eft e， J) 

1n Japanese relative clauses， relativization of an argument position 
is unbounded， as sho~n in (7b)， but relativization of a pure adjunct 

is clauseるound，as the contrast bet問 en(6b) and (8b) sho官s. On 

the other hand， in English， relativization of either kind is 
unbounded， as shown in (6a) and (7a). 

Here， it should be noted that argument relativization in 
Japanese does not even exhibit island effects. Thus， the follo.ing 
example from Kuno (1973) is perfect: 
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(9) [[[e， eJ kiteiruJ yoofukuj]-ga yogoreteiruJ sinsi， 
is-wearing clothes -開OHis dirty gentlema担

{弘主・thegentleman whose c10thes is dirty) 

Perl盟utter(1972) explains this fact as follows. Since Japanese 

a110ws pro in any argument position， ej in (9) need not be a trace， 
but can be a pro. Hence， (9) can be base-generated官ithout

movement， and consequent1y， no is1and effects are expected. 
Given Perlmutter's account， (7b) can a1so be base-generated 

明ithoutmovement. On the other hand， the ungrammatica1ity of (6b) 
indicates that pro is not a110wed in the position of an adjunct. 1t 

indicates further that adjunct re1ative c1uases in Japanese cannot 

be derivedるysuccessi ve-cyclic movement. And this fo11o~:s from the 
ECP， as formulated in Lasnik and Saito (1992)， if Japanese re1ative 
c1auses are IPs， not CPs. According to this 1P hypothesis， the 
structure of (6b)， when it is derived by movement， wi11 be as 
fo11o軒s:

(10) [川 [:" Op [:: ... [ 乙~ t'， [1" .，. t，・・・JJ]Jriyuu. J 

The initia1 trace t. is antecedent go￥erned by the embedded CO可P，
which receives index i from the intermediate trace via SPEC/head 

agreement. But the intercediate trace fai1s to be antecedent 

governed， and hencE・vlolatesthe ECP. The potential antecedent 

governor fol' tf:}ι 1..1ι亡cj:; tIie er.pty operator ad，ioined to IP. But 

this operator cannot ~ぞ!'\号 ?S 311 antecedent governor because d the 

condition in (11). 

(11) Only X: category can be antecedent governors. 

Thus， (10) is ruled out by the ECP. 
The analysis for (6b) presented above crucially relies on the 

hypothesis that Japanese relative c1auses are IPs， and hence， if 
correct， provides support for this hypothesis. According to this 
analysis， relativization of manner/reason phrases is completely 
disallo~ed in Japanese. Let us consider (8b)， repeated るe10.as 

(12) . 

(12) [John-ga e' kaettaJ rIyuu 
-NO~ 1eft reason 

(the reason [John 1eft e J) 
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This examp1e cannot be base-generated as a re1ative c1ause since the 

空， being a reason phrase， cannot beるase樽 generatedas予ro・ Hence，
it must be derived by目ove目ent. But if (12) invo1ves担ovementand 

re1ative clauses are IPs in Japanese， the example has the 
configuration in (13). 

(13) ...[IP Op， [IP... t，...]J... 

Since the trace in (13) is an adjunct trace， the ECP requires that 
it be antecedent governed. But as noted above， it is argued in 
Lasnik and Saito (1992) that on1y X-zero categories can be 

antecedent governors. 1n (13)， the on1y potentia1 antecedent 
governor is the empty operator， and it is not an X剛 zero. Hence， 
(13) is ru1ed out by the ECP. 

Given this conc1usion， (12) shou1d be ana1yzed as an instance 
of pure comp1ex NP 1ike those in (14). 

(14) a. the reason for John's 1eaving 

b. the reason for ~ary's saying that John 1eft 

主otethat in (14b)， 'the reason' cannot be construed vith 'John 
left'. Thus， this analysis correct1y predicts the "clause-
boundedness of adjunct re1ativization

n 
shovn in (6b). 

4. The Learnabili~) じ i thc IP Hypothcsis 

The previous section presented so口esyntactic evidence that 

Japanese relative c1auses are not CP nodifiers， but in fact， are IP 
modifiers. This section turns to the 1earnabi1ity prob1en 

concerning the acquisition of Japanese re1ative c1auses. 

The question to be addressed here is why and ho. those children 

who exhibit the overgeneration of "no. attain the kno軒1edgethat 

re1ative c1asues are IPs in Japanese. According to this hypothesis， 
those chi1dren who sho官 theovergeneration of "no" are those .ho 

initia11y hypothesize that re1ative c1auses are CPs. This mayるe

because the unmarked category for re1ative c1ause is CP. Those 

children kno. that "no. can be of the category C. This kno.ledge 

is accessib1e on independent grounds from positiv~ evidence. C is 

rea1ized as "no"， for instance in Japanese cleft sentences as shovn 
in (4)， repeated belo. as (15). 
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(15) [CP [IP doroboo-ga kane・0 自usunda]no]-wa koko kara da 

robber -N側目oney-ACCstole -TOP here from is 

(It is fro田 therethat the robber sto1e the田oney.) 

(19) [John-ga kasikoi (牢no)]koto 

・開OMis clever fact 

(That John is smart) 

Thus. the children overgenerate "no" in relative clauses. However， 
thev c1early need to kno官 thatthe target grammar has only IP 

relative clauses. Here， a lexical complementizer does not appear in 

re1ative clauses in the adu1t gram阻arof Japanese as sho~n in (16). 

Stowell (1981) discusses Eng1ish examples 1ike (18)， and proposes 
to exp1ain the ob1igatoriness of "that" in terms of ECP. 

He first notes the subject/o包jectasym罰etryillustrated in (20). 

(16) [John-ga mita (*no)] hito 

-NO持saw person 

(the person John saw) 

(20) a. Bill thinks [cc (that) [IP John is smart]] 

b. [c ~ ・(that)[JP John is smart]] is obvious 

(18) the fact ~p*(that) [iP John is smartJJ 

The complementizer斗h主主 is obligatory 軒henthe CP is in the subject 

position， but not軒henit is in the object position. Stowell 

proposes that when也主主 ismissing， there is an elapty category in C 

and it is subject to the ECP. When the CP is in object position as 

in (20a)， the CP， and hence， the head C is 1exica11y governed by the 

verb. Thus， an empty C is allowed. But in (20b)， the CP is not 
1exica11y governed. Hence， the head C is not proper1y governed at 

a11， and an empty C cannot occur in this position. Extending this 

ana1ysis to (18)， Stove11 argues that in a pure comp1ex ~P ， the ~ 

(even if it is a deri甲ednominal) does not assign a theta ro1e to 

the CP， but is in apposition to it. Given this， the obligatoriness 
。f也主主 in(18) follovs fron the ECP. ~hen 些主主 is absent， there is 
an e目ptycategory in C. This enpty category is not lexical1y 

governed by主， and thus， i8 not properly governed at a11. Hence， 
the ECP ru1es out the possibility of an enpty C in pure conplex ~P. 

Suppose that the structure of pure complex NPs in Japanese is 
the same as that in English. Then， given that the ECP is a VG 

principle，官epredict that C should be lexically realized in 

Japanese， exact1y as in English. However， this prediction is not 
borne out. Therefore， if we assu毘ethe universa1ity of the ECP， it 
follows that the sententia1 modifier in Japanese pure complex判Psis 

not CP， but 1P. Note here that Japanese speaking children can attain 
this knovledge on the basis of examples such as (19). Given the 

ECP， (19) constitutes astraightfor軒ardpiece of positive evidence 

that sententia1 modifiers in Japanese pure cOElplex NPs are 1Ps. If 
the sententia1 modifier in (19) is a CP， then this example violates 
the ECP. Hence， the ECP imp1ies that there is no C， and hence， no 
CP， in this examp1e. 

Suppose that the category of sentential modifiers in SP is 

paraneterized; it is CP or IP depending on the language， and the 
unmarked setting is CP. That imp1ies that in a given 1anguage， the 

And it四aysee目 possib1ethat this fact serves as positive evidence 

for chi1dren to attain the target gramnar. The Japanese speaking 

children receive， as input， re1ative c1auses vithout a 1exical 

comp1ementiz記r，and from this evidence， infer that Japanese relative 
clauses are IPs. 

But this hypothesis immediately faces a prob1en. C is on1y 

optional1y rea1ized in Eng1ish re1ative clauses， as shOKn belo￥・

ρい
ν曹

+
しa

 

V
d
 

F
A
 

，己d
 

u何
iJ川)

 

争し
内

Ad“
 

.. -hu 
+
し(

 
e
 

・
可

A
'vn o
 

o
 

C
 

0
・M

-hu 
今
し)

 

η
J
 

吋'ム(
 

Thus， English speaking chi1dren must receive input such as "the 
cookie見aryate." Bul Lhey apparent]y d心 Dotiofer fron such inpl日t

that Eng1ish relative cJaus~s are IPs・ Instead，they on1y find out 

that the realization of thc conp1e日entizer"lhaL" is optional1) 

a11oved. Hence. it is not clear ho~ the Japanese speaking children 
cou1d infer on the basis of exanples 1ike (16) that Japanese 

re1ati ve claus母sare 1Ps. 
Then. what evidence makes the Japanese spea主ingchildren attain 

their target gr捌 Jar? The key to solve this learnabi1ity prob1eロ. 1 

be1ieve， can be found ~hen ve consider the syntax of pure conplex 
~Ps io Eng1ish and Japanese. 0るservethe exa回pleof pure complex NP 

in (18). 

1n Eng1ish， p臼recornp1ex NPs reguire the head C of the modifying CP 

to be realized .In Japanese，on the other hand，as shovIl in (19)，c 
does not shov up， as in the case of re1ative clauses. 
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categories of pure sententia1 modifiers and relative c1auses are 

both CP or both IP. Then， the 1earnabi1ity prob1em of Japanese 
re1ative c1auses凶11be given a straghtfor官ardsolution. Assume 

that chi1dren kno官 theECP inむG. On the basis of exa目plessuch as 

(19)， the Japanese speaking chi1dren find out that the category of 
担P-interna1sententia1 modifiers is IP in Japanese. In particu1ar， 
they find out that r母1ativec1auses are IPs. Once this target 

structure is fu11y attained， the overgenerated "no"， which was once 
rea1ized in the C position，官i11not be considered even optiona1. 

Rather， itも:illbe concluded that "no" should not appear. This is 

because there is no C position in which "no" can be realized in the 

attained grammar. 

5. Conclusion 

The goa1 of this paper was to show that there is a case that 

children's knoν1edge of a particular syntactic princip1e functions 

as the trigger for retreatment from the overgeneration. In 

particu1ar， 1 provided evidence that the Empty Category Princip1e 

can軒orkas the trigger for retreatment from an overgeneration in 

noun phrases， based on ac司uisitionstudies with Japa日esespeaking 

chi1dren. 
This pap号rdealt ~ith the fo110ving specific questions: vhy and 

hov the Japanese chi1dren overgenerate "no" of the category C in 

re1ative clauses and vhy and hov they retreat fron it. 1 proposed 

that Japanese reJati、eclausぞsare IPs， and sho~ed that gi、enthis 

IP hypothesis， a difference betveen English and Japanese relative 

clauses direct1y fo110vs froc ECP， as fornulated in Lasnik and Saitc 
(1992). Japanese children nake the initia1 hypothesis that re1ative 

clauses are CPs・Theylexica11y realize the head C as "no九 asthere 

is independent evidence that C is lexica11y rea1ized as "no"， e.g.， 
in c1eft sentences. They 1ater attain the kno~ledge that Japanese 

re1ative clauses are IPs， and hence， cease to generate "no" in 
relative c1auses. It京asshovn that this hypothesis meets the 

learnability criterion. On the basis of positive evidence on pure 

comp1ex NPs， Japanese chi1dren infer that a11 prenomina1 sentential 
modifiers are IPs. My proposal is that the trigger for the 

retreatment is the ECP， a principle of Universal Gra目mar. This 

paper， thus， provides a case study for a syntax ・basedlearnability 

hypothesis for the overgeneration phenomenon. 
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QUASI-ADJUNCTS AS SENTENTIAL ARGUTffiNTS 
Keiko Hurasugi and Hamoru Saito 

Kinjo Gakuin University and University of Connecticut 

1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the exact nature of the typica1 ECP-

type asymmetry illustrated in (1)ー(2). (See Huang 1982 for detai1ed 
discussion.) 

(l)a. whoi 1i bo世ghtwhat 
b. *whoi 1i bought the book why / *whoi年 solvedthe prob1em how 

(2)a. ?whati does John wonder [whether ~mry bought 1il 
b. *whYi does John wonder [whether ~mry bought the bookむ]

As shown in (1)， an object wh出品 canbe 1eft in situ， but adjunct 
柏市phrasessuch as 辿エ and 辺~ cannot be. Further， as shown in (2)， 
an object wh can margina11y be extracted out of an is1and， but such 
extraction of an adjunct wh resu1ts in tota1 ungrammatica1ity. As far 
as we know， there are two major approaches to this asy阻 etrythat are 
proposed in the 1iterature. Th告 firstone， proposed by Huang 1982， 
hypothesizes that it is an argument/non-argument asy畑 etry. (See a1so 
Lasnik and Saito 1984， and Chomsky 1986.) The second， proposed by 
Aoun 1985 and Aoun， et a1. 1987， attributes the contrast to the 
referentia1/non-referentia1 distinction. (See a1so Rizzi 1990 and 
Cinque 1990.) 

These t".o approaches 1ead us to different accounts for the 
examp1es in (3). 

(3)a. whoiむ boughtthe book ，，'here 
b. ，，'ho ・十 bou~ht the book ~hen 工叩斗

The first ~i11 say that (3a-L) are a11mぽ dbecause 主主主工三 and主主主.!}_，
1ike出主主 in(la)， have argument status. A specific version of this 
hypothesis can be foun日 inHuang 1982. He assumes that 10cative/ 
tempora1 phrases in examp1es such as (3) are adjuncts. But noting the 
follo叫 ngcontrast， he a1so assum巴sthat出区立仕出立， as opposed to 
出エ/出~， are KPs: 

(4)a. from where / since when 
b. 恭forwhy /長byhow 

(4a) shows that出旦主/出旦 canbe the‘ object of P， and thus， indicates 
that they are NPs. Then， given this categoria1 distinction between 
出立三/泊三五 and出エ/民主， Huang suggests that也旦立/出血 in(3) are 
objects (and hence， arguments) of an empty P. According to this 
ana1ysis， the more prec工sestructure of (3a) is as in (5). 

(町内oi1i bought the book [pp[p~ wherel 

The ex四 p1esin (lb) cannot have a simi1ar structure because w弘/ho'"
are not NPs， and hence， cannot be an object of P. This ana1ysis is 
司uiteattractive since it accounts for (3)邑nd(6) in exact1y the same 
，，'av. 
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